High-rise solutions – Style
An incredible way to design your elevator.

Your lobby. Your style.
With over 140 years of lobby design experience,
Schindler has accompanied customers over their
building design journeys many times over.

their wide spectrum of materials, colors, and design
elements, Schindler high-rise elevators blend independently but still harmoniously into the overall
building concept.

Elevators are striking architectural elements. They
determine the impression the building makes – at
first glance, right when you enter the lobby. With
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Stylish designs.
Creating a memorable experience.
A building’s character is not defined only by it’s
architectural exterior or lobby design.
A building tenants’ experience is defined through
his or her daily trip in the elevator car as well.
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With Schindler you turn your high-rise elevators
into an architectural gem – that completely fulfills
your visions and desires.
Be inspired by the examples in this brochure – but
don‘t let them limit you.

Door

Frame

Car wall

Accessories

Operating Panel and
Signaling System

PORT Terminal

Lighting, Ceiling
and Floor
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The customization
approach.
When state-of-the-art creation meets functionality.
Schindler offers unlimited freedom for the design of
the elevator cars. The feeling of safety and protection
contributes to a comfortable trip.
An elegant ambiance puts passengers at ease and
leaves long-lasting impressions of enjoyable
moments.
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Absolute design freedom.
For your eyes only.
Because your most exclusive projects deserve the
best, we dedicate our world-renowned designers
and our two International Design Centers to provide
you a full customization service. Get the best design
experts into your team.
We bring your landmark of design excellence onto
the global architectural style.

The individual design of an elevator car can be
defined by the following elements by choosing
different materials, forms and colors for:
- Ceiling and lighting
- Wall cladding
- Operating panels
- Floor
- Accessories (mirrors, handrails etc.)
In compliance with the local elevator standards, all
these elements can be combined to achieve the car
ambiance that reflects your design ideas and
complements the building.
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Customized car design.
Thinking outside the box.
Schindler offers unlimited freedom for the design
of the elevator cars. From the first drawings to the
final customized car.
To guarantee perfect design and quality, the
manufacturing process of individualized cars is
divided into 8 time-proven steps:
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Technical clarification and offers

2

Approval of 2D or 3D plans

4

Sampling process

6

Presentation and approval of car mock-up
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On-site and follow-up support

Visualization of the interior

Professional project management

Manufacturing and delivery
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Landing door and door frame.
Diversity becomes harmony.
Landing doors and door frames greatly influence
the surrounding architecture. Irrespective of whether
you blend them into the walls as inconspicuously as
possible or deliberately use them to set an independent accent. Either way – your elevator design
is sure to make an impression.
Landing door construction
Schindler elevator doors are normally center opening, but we offer all options, such as telescopic
doors. A variety of ways of fastening the doors
allow them to be safely integrated into different
types of wall.

Landing door frames
Standard door frames are available in a diversity of
basic models. ‘Basic frames’ are discreetly recessed.
‘Box frames’ deliberately emphasize the frame as a
single architectural element. ‘Angle frames’ can be
placed invisibly behind the wall cladding. In extremely
high rooms, all frames can be combined with a
‘flush transom’. This allows the door heights to be
optically lengthened up to 4 meters.

Basic frame
Basic
frame

Wall
Cladding

Box frame
Box
frame

Wall
Cladding

Angle frame
Angle
frame

Wall
Cladding
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The standard approach.
The three decoration lines.
Create the look and feel you like. Combine colors,
materials, lighting, mirrors, handrails and fixtures to
achieve the ambiance that fits both – your ideas
and your building. Choose from one of our three
interior design lines.

Times Square
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Park Avenue

Sunset Boulevard
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Ready-to-install.
Choose your look.
Inspired by the global architectural trends, our
ready-to-install decor collections are designed to
match any project, and ease the process of selection,
costing, production, delivery and installation. With
our simulation tool, you will be able to easily find
the style that fits your building.
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Our award-winning solutions design your high-rise
achievements of today, tomorrow and the skylines
to come.
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Times Square.
Choose your colors and materials.
Determine your contemporary look. Choose from
warm or cool colors to create a fresh look or combine the options to enhance contrast for more
depth.

Multicolor options
Play with fresh and vibrant colors. Choose from a
range of warm and cold colors that look great on
their own, but also stunning when combined.

Times Square adds distinctive features to any public,
commercial or residential building.

Laminate and stainless steel
Create a different ambiance by selecting different
materials. For a fresh look and feel, choose from
colorful laminates. Stainless steel gives a more clean
and modern look. Combine both materials for more
individuality.

Laminate

Stainless steel

Wall

Wall

Dubai Blue

Seville Sunset

Siena Brown

Cadiz Blue

Lucerne Brushed

Lausanne Linen

Montreux Mirror

Tanger Orange

Milan Grey

Tahiti Green

Aswan Yellow

Geneva Dama

Hairline

Vibration

Polar White

Athens Grey

Suez Grey

Note
Specifications, options and colors are subject to change. All cars and options illustrated in this brochure are
representative only. The samples shown may vary from the original in color and material.
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Park Avenue.
From contemporary to elegant.
Discover pure elegance with back painted glass
walls or choose wood laminate to create a more
contemporary ambiance. Highlight is a silver-shimmer from our metallic glass collection or a gold or
satined grey finish on stainless steel.
Matched lighting perfects the stylish design of this
elevator – an ideal fit for representative buildings
like high-end residential, hotels and offices.

Back painted glass
By putting color behind glass, you create a high
gloss and vibrant effect that adds a pleasant
ambiance to your car.
In order to make the back painted glass walls
perfectly fit the overall appearance of the building,
you can either choose from pre-selected
colors or optionally specify any NCS (Natural
Color System) color.

Back painted

Stainless steel

Wall

Wall

Glass ‘glossy’
Shanghai Red

Glass ‘glossy’
Jodhpur Blue

Glass ‘glossy’
Antigua Celestine

Glass ’metallic’
Petersburg Amber

Montreux Mirror

Lugano Matt finish

Zurich Dark Brushed

Glass ’metallic’
Kashmir Blue

Glass ’metallic’
Toronto Titanium

Glass ’metallic’
Stockholm Grey

Glass ’metallic’
Leon Silver

Lausanne Linen

Lucerne Brushed

Doha Gold

Glass ‘satinated’
Helsinki Grey

Geneva Dama

Wood line (Laminate)

Slavonia Wood
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Vancouver Wood

Chicago Wood

Arosa Wood

Note
Specifications, options and colors are subject to change. All cars and options illustrated in this brochure are
representative only. The samples shown may vary from the original in color and material.
Style
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Sunset Boulevard.
Inspirational and full of character.
Aim high for passenger excitement in upmarket
locations like hotels, clubs and restaurants.
The combination of premium quality materials,
captivating patterns and splashy color gradients
make this car a unique experience. Lighting and
ceiling concepts create a fascinating atmosphere.
Make your elevator become your stage.

Digital print on satinated glass
Gorgeous and intense colors, emphasized through
satin glass for more elegance. From atmospheric
blue-red to warm gray-beige color gradients, this
design allows you to create a fascinating ambiance
and an unforgettable ride experience.

Digital print on stainless steel

Digital print on stainless steel
Create ambiance not only with colors but with eye
catching patterns printed on stainless steel. Choose
clear structured geometrical forms or bold organic
designs. No matter the size of your car, digital decoration patterns always look stunning.
Sky Lines

Wavy Dimensions

Line Symphony

Minimal Accents

Dot Spots

Linear Dreams

Digital print on satinated glass

Wall

Antalya Blue

Luxor Gold

Moscow Red

Detroit Grey

New York Sunset

Marrakesh Mocha

Background options for the digital prints on stainless steel

Lucerne Brushed

Lugano Matt Finish

Note
Specifications, options and colors are subject to change. All cars and options illustrated in this brochure are
representative only. The samples shown may vary from the original in color and material.
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Service lift.
Fundamentally yet reliably designed.
An eye for mass and love for detail is not a contradiction in terms. When it comes to our goods elevators, those terms are our guide.

An absolutely presentable elevator. Thanks to
its robust technology, high-quality materials,
and practical equipment features. A consummate
achievement.

Service elevators are required to vertically transport
personnel and material. They can be used in most
types of high-rise buildings.

Stainless steel

Wall

Hairline

Lucerne Brushed

Lausanne Linen

Lugano Matt finish

Bern 5WL

Geneva Dama

Vibration

Note:
Specifications, options and colors are subject to change. All cars and options illustrated in this brochure are representative only.
The sample shown may vary from the original in color and material.
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Inspiring possibilities for these lines.
Create your own combination.
The different lightings

The ceiling

Lighting

Ceiling

Indirect

Dash1

Spot2

Stainless steel
Lugano Mat Finish

Stainless steel
Montreux Mirror

Stainless steel
Lucerne Brushed

Line

Square3

Curve

Stainless steel
Hairline

Stainless steel
Doha Gold

Stainless steel
Vibration

Bracket

Surround

Dash Array

Painted
Riga Grey

Painted
Polar White

Stainless steel
Zurich Dark Brushed

The floor

Floor

Artificial granite
Grey

Artificial granite
Brown

Black rubber
Speckled

Aluminum
Checker Plate

Artificial granite
Black

Note
1. Four or six dashes per light panel
2. Three or four spots per light panel
3. Square is not available for North America
Note
Specifications, options and colors are subject to change. All cars and options illustrated in this brochure
are representative only. The samples shown may vary from the original in color and material.
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Setting your own limits.
More for less.
More for less. Setting your own limits.
Whether technically cool, cozily warm, timelessly
elegant, or playfully individual – the walls, car doors,
fittings, ceilings, floors, and lighting give your elevator
cars a uniquely strong character.
Taking pleasure in your creativity, you alone determine
the individual appearance and formal aesthetics.
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Matching accessories.
A perfect outfit.
Mirrors
Mirrors always add a special sense of space to
rooms and buildings. In order to give your car more
appeal and depth, the side walls or the rear wall
can be provided with a full-height or half-height
safety-glass mirror.

Handrails
Even though your elevator travels smoothly with
almost no sound, handrails convey a feeling of
security. Shiny or brushed stainless steel handrails
match the interior and shape of your car and can
be mounted to the side and rear walls.

Handrail endings

Handrail positions

Half-height rear wall mirror
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Full-height rear wall mirror

Left and right rear wall mirror panels
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Car operating panel.
Finding your floor was never so easy.
Car Operating Panel
FI GS 300
KS Layout 1-N

FI GS 700
KS Layout 1-N

hairline

hairline

mirror
polished

glass

FI GS 700
KS Layout 10-Keys

FI GS 700
PT Layout

hairline

mirror
polished

glass

FI GS 700 (front- and sidewall)
Possible component configuration:
- Button type
- Button layout
- Indicator
- Handicapped

Panel material

Stainless steel
Hairline
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Mirror polished

Glass

Style
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Button and key switch.
The finishing touch.
Button line

DT2 - P

DT4 - P

DT8 - P

MT - P

GST - P
Acronyms
2: Inserted glass		
4: Insert stainless steel		

AT - P

MT - T

8: Insert alu painted (only for DT8)
P, T: Push button, Touch button

Insert material

Stainless steel
hairline

Stainless steel
Mirror polished

Mineral glass

Raised

Illuminated

Alu stamped
silver

Letter type

Flush

Colors
Amber, blue, green, red, white
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Landing operation and indicator panels.
A call at your service.

Landing Operating Panel FI GS 700

Landing Operating Panel FI GS 300

Landing indicating panel FI GS 700

Stainless steel hairline

Stainless mirror polished

Glass black

Glass grey

Possible component configuration:
- Indication: Dot-Matrix, TFT
- Indication color: 5 colors
- Button variants: 4 button type
- Installation: Surface, Flush

Landing indicating panel FI GS 300 (installation in door frame or in wall above car entrance)

Glass black
(Flush or surface)

Glass white
(Wall box)

Note
LOP and LIP share the same plate material options.
There are color options available upon request.
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Hall lantern.
Leading your way.
Hall lantern FI GS 700

Long strip

Square

Round

Glass

Illumination colors

Amber
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Blue

Green

Red

White
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Specially designed interface.
Disability and child-friendly.
Horizontal car operating panel

HCOP GST Series
1 - N control mode

HCOP DT Series
1 - N control mode

HCOP MT Series
Keypad control mode

HCOP AT Series
Keypad control mode

Braille

Elevators can be made truly accessible and bring real mobility
for people with a visual impairment.
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Transit Intelligence.
For a perfect stream of
people and goods.
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Transit Intelligence.
Formed from glass.

PORT Technology
This new range of PORT destination Control
terminals delivers brainpower to your
building. Various PORT terminal options
are available to optimize traffic stream.

PORT 1
PORT‘s unique curved glass design, more
powerful than ever. Available in three colors
variations, wall-mounted or free-standing,
PORT 1 offers optimal ergonomics in an
unobtrusive and compact form.

PORT 1 pedestal
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Transit Intelligence.
Subtle elegance.
PORT 1 wide
All the power of the latest PORT 1, just bigger.
The impressive curved glass houses a large 10.4“
display to take full advantage of the all-new
portOS functionality.

PORT 1 wide pedestal

PORT 4 and PORT 4 Surface
Subtle elegance without compromise. With its
clear lines the flush-mounted PORT 4 integrates
smoothly into all kinds of architecture.
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Transit Intelligence.
Versatile, smart, seamless.
PortOS
Introducing portOS. A totally new way to communicate with your elevator system.
Versatile, smart, seamless.

PORT Destination Indicator
The new PDI is a fully graphical LCD indicator in the
car door jamb which is able to indicate not only the
destination floors but also the next stop and optionally also announces the door‘s status and floor
names with an integrated loudspeaker.
The colors are aligned with the PORT terminal
colors. The PDI comes either in flush or applied
version.
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List view
- Scrollable list view
- Suited best for office buildings
- Offers a lot of space for floor information

Tiles view
- Big tiles to maximize readability
- Ideally suited for apartment buildings
with less than 10 floors

Panel view
- Panel view with page swipe
- Display up to 20 floors per page on PORT 1
- For high-rise buildings

Category view
- Two-click interface with grouped floors
- The perfect layout for mixed-use
buildings, i.e. hotels

Style
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Landing designation plate.
Showing you the way.
Type

Flat

Surface

Flag

Corner

Material

Metal stainless steel

Glass

Color matrix

Faceplate glass white
with illumination

Faceplate glass grey
with illumination

Faceplate glass white
without illumination

Metal stainless steel
without illumination

Faceplate glass black
with illumination

Faceplate glass black
with illumination on

Note
1. There are white, grey and black as options for glass colors.
2. All glass (white / grey / black) and metal options can be made with or without illumination and speaker functions upon request.
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Schindler Elevator Ltd.
Large Project Division

Schindler Elevator Co., Ltd.
Large Project Division

Zugerstrasse 13
6030 Ebikon
Switzerland
Phone + 41 41 445 31 31

No. 555 Xingshun Road
Jiading District
201815 Shanghai, China
Phone + 86 21 6709 6666

lpd@schindler.com
www.schindler.com

lpd@schindler.com
www.schindler.com
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Schindler 7000.
We pulse the skyline.

